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? 1. Marketing Principles: First, master timeless marketing principles that do not change

Platforms like Google and Facebook have always changed their algorithms, making it difficult for us
to rely on any single source of traffic. But by understanding foundational marketing strategies—like
building effective sales funnels and deeply understanding your customers—your business can thrive
no matter which platform becomes the next big thing.

????? 2. Customer Avatar: Understand your customer better than they understand
themselves

Many business owners fail by focusing too much on their product instead of their customer. To
succeed, create a detailed customer avatar with a name and face, so you can visualize and
understand your ideal customer as you’re making marketing decisions.

? 3. Your Dream 100: Identify your Dream 100—who already reaches your customers?

To build a successful business, start by identifying the top 100 people or brands who already have
the attention of your dream customers. For every traffic platform, compile a list of 100 names of those
who already have the attention of your target audience – influencer, channels, websites, etc. By
studying and ‘modelling’ who is already successful, your marketing efforts will be far more
successful.

? 4. Your Breakeven Funnel: Aim for a breakeven funnel that pays for itself

A breakeven funnel allows you to achieve consistent traffic growth by generating enough revenue to
cover your ad costs. For example, Russell Brunson uses “free + shipping book funnels,” where he
offers a free book and covers costs through upsells. This strategy ensures he can continuously buy
traffic without losing money.

? 5. Your Email List: Always convert traffic into your email list

Aim to convert all traffic—free or paid—into your email subscribers. This allows you to reach your
audience directly with new content and promotions, without relying on third-party platforms or paying
for ads. Building a list gives you leverage, as even a small percentage of conversions can generate
significant revenue.

? 6. Email Follow Up: Follow up with email marketing sequences

When you maintain consistent engagement with your leads, their trust in you goes up and therefore
sales do too. This can be done through email follow-up sequences, which are pre-written series of
emails designed to drive conversions for one specific offer. And also through broadcast emails, which
are standalone messages that bring people back into your funnels.

?? 7. Your Show: Create your own show to collaborate with other creators
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Creating a show provides a way to connect with your Dream 100 by offering them a platform to
promote their work. This strategy helps you build relationships, enabling future collaborations and
promotion of your business on their platforms. Choose a platform you’re familiar with and commit to
consistent content creation.

? 8. Free Traffic: Get free traffic by modelling those already successful

To effectively attract free traffic on your chosen platform, observe what your Dream 100 are doing
that works. Spend 10 minutes daily analyzing their popular posts and 1 hour daily posting your own
content. Social media should be approached like a party—engage with entertaining stories and
interesting questions to draw people in, then guide them to your funnel through your profile link.

? 9. Paid Traffic: Master paid traffic through testing and optimization

To succeed with paid advertising, your main goal should be to have a breakeven funnel that
generates more in sales than your ad costs. There are two main types of ads: prospecting ads target
new audiences to start engagement, and retargeting ads focus on those who have already engaged,
to build familiarity and drive conversions.

? 10. Every Platform is Different: Platform-specific strategies for YouTube, SEO, Instagram,
etc.

Each platform—Instagram, Facebook, YouTube, Google, and podcasting—operates in a unique way
that you must take the time to master before moving on to the next one. Go deep on one primary
platform before expanding to others. Study what your Dream 100 are doing to succeed, then create
your strategy based on that. 

? 11. Your Funnel Hub: Create a funnel hub as your website homepage

To effectively combine branding and direct response, create a “funnel hub”—a home page that looks
like a traditional website but functions as a collection of funnels.

? 12. Affiliate Marketing: Affiliate marketing is THE most powerful traffic strategy

By nurturing a network of affiliates who promote your products, you leveraging their existing
audiences and specialized traffic expertise to multiply sales in your business, in exchange for sales
commission.

  This is just a sample!
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